Zwift Bulletin No 7
Pace Partners  Update
The February 2021 game update has made it considerably easier to stay with the Pace
Partners. The "Elastic Band" is now dependant on the size of the group. Prior to the update
you had to be within 10 metres of the Bot to avoid the risk of losing contact. On the ride in
the image below, I was safe if I stayed within 20 metres. I deliberately allowed myself to drift
outside this safety zone to determine the length of time before I lost contact (and therefore
had to start again). I timed the danger zone at 35 secs.
Why is all this relevant?
The yellow progress bar
(indicating you are riding
with the Bot) accumulates
Drops (the virtual currency)
at an increased rate.
Starting at x1.0, Drops
accumulate at 0.2
increments every 5
minutes, so that after 25
minutes you are
accumulating at x2.0. You
then accumulate at this rate for a total of 10 minutes, before starting again at the x1.0 rate.
To summarise, it is no longer a (technical) challenge to ride with the Bots.

Zwift Challenges
When logging into the game for the first time
you are asked whether you want to take up
a challenge. I missed this; I guess I was pre
occupied with getting the basics sorted.
Anyway, at some point around level 15/20
the game told me I had unlocked/won the
Specialised Tarmac. I didn't think about this
any further. Around level 29/30 the game
told me I had won/unlocked the Pinarello F8.
At this point I investigated. Apparantly I had
completed the 1,284km "Ride California"
and subsequently the 2,000km "Tour Italy",
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although I don't recall entering either of
these challenges. Anyway, these challenges
run in the background, so you are not
conscious of your progress unless you go
looking. The challenges are found within the
Menu whilst ingame, as the image below
left. Clicking on this image will display the
available challenges, as the image below
right. Now I've sussed it, I am now on the
"Everest" challenge, the reward on climbing
8,848 metres being the Trek Emonda.

Having completed the Everest Challenge, if
you continue climbing for a total of 50,000

metres you will be rewarded with the
coveted Tron Bike.

Experience Points (XP)
Experience
Points are
accumulated
whilst riding
Zwift, at the
rate of either
30 for each
mile, or 20 for
each
kilometer.
There are 50
levels which give a total distance of 25,000
kilometers or 16,667 miles. Therefore if you
select miles in your profile you end up riding
1,000 more miles than if you chose
kilometers. Whichever way you cut it, you
need to accumulate 500,000XP to get to
level 50.
There are bonus XP to be won on the Zwift
journey; most of which are won by achieving
"Badges". For example, as I write this I have
just reached level 32 by accumulating
190,000XP. Without bonuses I should have
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ridden
9,500km
(190,000/20).
But due to
bonuses I
have only
ridden
8,344km. Or
looking at it
another way,
8,344 km at
20XP per km equals 166,880, but my total is
actually 190,013.
Note that at level 32 I appear to be more than
halfway to level 50, but at 190,000 of a total
required of 500,000XP shows I still have
some way to go.
(500,000190,000)/20 = 15,500km
Here is a table showing the XP, miles and
kilometers required for each level. Scroll
down to "Zwift Level Unlocks and
Miles/Kilometers Per Level"

Drops  More on Zwift's Virtual Currency
Bonus Experience Points
I've mentioned the availability of bonus
points  pursuing this activity is commonly
referred to as Badge Hunting.
The list of badges, showing what has been
achieved to date, is found by accessing the
Menu whilst ingame.

Unclassified Achievements

The Badges screen shows the General
section at the top. Scroll down to view
Cycling Achievements, Route Achievements
and lastly Extra Credit. However the Extra
Credit section only displays badges once
you have achieved them!
With Route Achievements, there is the
attraction of bonus XP, which pops up on the
screen on completion of the route. The
bonus works out to be roughly 20XP per km.
You only get the bonus on first completion of
the route. Do not deviate from the route
which needs to be loaded from the DropIn
screen.
Do not mimimize the game on a long ride
where you may take a comfort break.
Minimizing the app (to access email for
example) will continue to register the
distance covered but you won't get the
badge or bonus XP.
Ken Miller
16 March 2021
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Cycling Achievements

Route Achievements

Extra Credit

